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History AutoCAD
(Autodesk® AutoCAD®

2018) was first released on
December 15, 1982 as a
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desktop CAD application
for the Apple II, IIe, IIcx
and IIci (later called the
III, IIIe, IIIi, IIIix, and

IIIic). It allowed users to
draw 2D or 3D drawings,

or to create a 2D sheet-by-
sheet drawing with

dynamic geometry that
automatically handles
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holes. The most popular
editions of AutoCAD

allow users to work in 2D
or 3D environments; such
as design and construction

of buildings, structures,
mechanical and electrical
systems, and production
engineering. AutoCAD

files are a 2D vector-based
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drawing format,
employing layers and

polylines for annotating
drawings and referencing

other drawings. A
reference to a drawing can
be referred to by drawing
number and extension, or

by its path name or
coordinates. The number
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of reference drawings a
drawing can refer to is not

limited, although the
minimum number is

usually 1, which means
that the drawing cannot be
closed by itself, but must

be opened by another
drawing. Layers provide a

visual or logical
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classification of drawings,
and sheets are the actual

2D drawings.
Development of

AutoCAD began in the
early 1970s with the

publication of the
AutoCAD system guide by

Dassault. In 1982, one
year after the first
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AutoCAD release,
Autodesk was established
by Michel Bidegny and

Ron Fisher. (Bidegny and
Fisher were among the

developers of AutoCAD.)
Fisher and his partner

Thomas Kurtz came up
with the term Autodesk to
describe their concept of a
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company that would serve
as the middleman between
design engineers and CAD

systems. In March 2010
Autodesk acquired

product design software
provider ICONIA (based

in Hamburg) for $8.1
million. It also purchased
product design software
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provider AppDraft (based
in Vancouver) for $15.4

million. The acquisition of
AppDraft was Autodesk's

first international
acquisition. AppDraft was
founded in 1999 by Uwe

Hentschel. In August 2011
Autodesk launched the

subscription-based
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software management
system Subscription

Manager, which allowed
for subscription-based
licensing for individual
AutoCAD users for the
first time. In July 2013
Autodesk announced its

acquisition of Trinus
Technologies, Inc., which
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specializes in support and
services for Autodesk's
AutoCAD software and

other products. Key
features Features

AutoCAD Crack +

The Open Database
Connectivity Protocol

(ODBC) allows integration
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with other applications.
See also Comparison of
CAD editors for XML
Comparison of CAD

software History of the
application programming

interface List of 3D
graphics software List of

AutoCAD Crack Mac
extensions List of 3D
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graphics software List of
CAD editors for

parametric design
References External links
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softwareThe present
invention relates to a

method and apparatus for
forming metal components

by hot forging and more
specifically to a method

and apparatus for hot
forging a plurality of metal

components, each
comprising a pair of
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spaced-apart cup-shaped
portions with each cup-
shaped portion having a
frusto-conical portion

therebetween. A
component of a rotor

assembly of a gas turbine
engine is generally in the
form of a pair of spaced-

apart blades with each
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blade having a generally
flat platform and one or

more substantially arcuate
airfoils extending from the
platform. The blades are

typically integrally formed
of a single piece of

material, such as, for
example, a high

temperature steel, and
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include a pair of spaced-
apart regions comprising a

first set of portions
connecting the platform to
the airfoils and a second

set of portions connecting
the airfoils to the root of

the blade. The region
connecting the platform

and the airfoils is referred
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to as the airfoil joining
region. For example, each
blade may be formed of

one integral piece of
material having an airfoil
joining region along each
of the sides of the blade,

and the airfoil joining
region comprises the

airfoils and the first set of
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portions. In order to
reduce the weight and cost
of gas turbine engines, it is

generally desirable to
reduce the mass of the

rotor blades. Accordingly,
there have been efforts to
reduce the mass of rotor
blades by reducing the

mass of the blade material.
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One method of reducing
the mass of the blade

material is by providing
the blade with a hollow
airfoil which is lighter

than a solid blade with the
same volume. Another
method of reducing the

mass of the blade material
is by providing the blade
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with spaced-apart, integral,
cup-shaped portions along

a major portion of the
blade. In a typical method
of forming a blade having
spaced-apart, integral, cup-
shaped portions, a suitable
material is placed between
a pair of dies so as to form

the blade a1d647c40b
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AutoCAD Incl Product Key [2022]

Summary of adverse
events Adverse events

What's New In?

Remediate: Quickly
identify problems in your
drawings and correct them
with Autodesk Remediate.
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Use it to identify geometry
that should be part of the
design, such as holes,
traces, gates, vias, and
surface fills. Remediate’s
new function to edit
geometries is more reliable
and faster than previous
versions, and it supports
the existing array of
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functionality for BOMs,
EAVs, and other
structures. Tool Extras:
More precision when
taking measurements:
Draw measurement tools
with greater precision with
the improved interface for
the new and improved
Range setting.
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Transparency
management: Using new
transparency tools, create
and manage more complex
transparency effects than
before. The new
transparency tools allow
you to paint opaque and
transparent areas of
geometry and see what’s
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underneath. (video: 2:28
min.) Data management:
Work with more data: 3D
point cloud, multilevel
environments, and more!
New software tools help
you manage larger datasets
and your files faster, make
it easier to share your
work with colleagues and
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clients, and support the
dynamic and fast changes
in today’s design and
construction workflows.
(video: 1:15 min.)
Extensions: More options
for getting design
information: Show
dimensions or datums
from drawing features,
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such as holes, with the new
Dimensioning Tools
extension. Also, show
hatch lines from feature
information, such as how
surfaces connect.
Incorporate product data
from the Materials and
Manufacturers (M&M)
extension: Work with
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more materials in your
designs. Use M&M to
import CAD models into
your drawings that
represent your product or
organization. Change
colors and properties on
the fly and quickly create
surfaces and solids. The
M&M extension also
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offers you the ability to
specify material properties
and keep track of what
you imported. Incorporate
product information from
products in Business
Objects: Use Business
Objects to access CAD
models, GDL files, and
other business data from a
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wide variety of sources.
The Business Objects
extension can create new
data types and import data
from other products. This
new capability allows you
to create AutoCAD data
sets from new and existing
sources. (video: 1:30 min.)
More speed with the new
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tools and extensions: Use
the new Data Management
extension to compress and
deploy large datasets to the
cloud. You can create
GDL files
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows
7, Vista, XP, or 2000
Processor: 1GHz or faster
Memory: 1 GB or more
Graphics: Microsoft
DirectX 9.0 Hard Disk
Space: 15 GB DirectX:
Version 9.0c Network:
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Broadband Internet
connection Additional:
None Recommended:
Processor: 2GHz or faster
Memory: 2 GB or more
Graphics: Microsoft
DirectX 9.0
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